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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Relevance
The METAGRI project was implemented by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in
collaboration with the National Meteorological Services of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde,
Côte d´Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo with funds provided by the State Meteorological Agency of
Spain (AEMET).

WMO and AEMET agreed to launch a project on Agrometeorology to support West African
Agriculture following the October 2007 Conference of Directors of National Meteorological
and Hydrological Services of West Africa. This programme called METAGRI was formulated
around the concept of Roving Seminars on Weather, Climate and Farmers and on the basis of
the Mali experience on agrometeorology for farmers (AGROMET).

The objective of METAGRI was to increase awareness of farmers on weather and climate risk
management, the use of weather and climate information and services to improve rural
production and better prepare against the weather threats emerging from climate change.

The objective of the project is in line with the MDG 1 “Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger”
and its relevance is confirmed by scientific studies and technical reports.

The high relevance of the project is testified by scientific and practical knowledge as well as
by farmers’ perception.

Effectiveness

The project adopted an effective collaborative approach that built on previous experience and
expertise of Mali National Meteorological Service. Effective south-south collaboration was
established among National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHS) of target
countries, through Trainings of Trainers and Evaluation meetings. Even if not formalized, the
project steering committee was ensured by the Conference of Directors of National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services of West Africa, WMO and AEMET. The number of
beneficiary countries was gradually increased, scaling up the approach to the whole Western
Africa (except Sierra Leone who finally could not participate).
At national level, collaborations and partnership between NMHS and other national/local
stakeholders were often developed, even if in some countries the NMHS did not fully perceive
the win-win opportunity to collaborate with institutions and organization that are often
better rooted at local level.

Efficiency

Considering the large number of involved countries, the overall efficiency of the project
implementation was good. The final figures indicate that 7827 persons, representing 2606
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villages, have been trained during 159 Roving Seminars in 14 different countries. Among
participants, 7044 were farmers and 783 extension and other services’ agents. The timing of
Roving Seminars’ delivery time was often not the most preferable (during or after the rainy
season) and this could have affected the capacity of framers to practically use the rain gauges
and valorize the weather and climate information they received. Liberia participated to
training but could not organize the seminars, while Sierra Leone did not participate at all. In
Côte d´Ivoire, seminars have been realized after the formal end of the project because of
security reasons.

Impacts

The project impact on the short term can be evaluated through an analysis of the farmers’
performance and behavior during the growing seasons following the Roving Seminars.
Impacts on the long term depend on the strength of the partnership created with the
extension system and other partners well rooted at local level.
Unfortunately the project approach did not consider any structured monitoring activity at the
local level and that in most of the countries there were not any figures available about impact
indicators which could be used. So far, it is impossible to evaluate the project impacts. Just an
overview of some qualitative aspects is hereafter presented.

Sustainability

The project sustainability lies principally in the scaling up by the beneficiaries of the activities
launched by the project and on their optimization in terms of training, information production
and support to farmers. The project paid particular attention in setting the bases for the
future viability of the activities through the establishment of partnerships with local and
national stakeholders and the raising of public and political awareness.
At the end of the METAGRI project, a new project called METAGRI-OPERATIONAL was
launched for the extension and the improvement of the approach. Moreover, the project
generated great interest in other development partners, national agencies and NGOs, ensuring
long-term sustainability of the approach. Thus, conditions have been set for further expansion
of investments by the National Governments and Donors, as shown by the number of requests
that NMHSs received for providing weather info, rain gauges and training.
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BACKGROUND
In 1982, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in collaboration with the Malian
Meteorological Service and with the financial support from the Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC), developed an innovative approach to bring agrometeorological
information to rural communities and authorities, to help them in their decision making
concerning farming activities and food security.
Starting in 1982 with a 5-year experimental phase, the project continued till 1995 with the
support of SDC with a succession of evaluation, capacity building, and scaling-up phases. After
1995 the Malian government received contributions from different partners through the
WMO for the scaling up of the approach.
The approach was built on:

1) Multi-disciplinary Working Group (Group de Travail Pluridisciplinaire - GTP in French): a
multidisciplinary working group composed of members from the meteorological service, the
Ministry of Agriculture, and other line ministries. One of the group's most important functions
has been to act as a 'boundary institution' – bridging the gap between the climate and
agricultural communities by 'translating' climate information into useful information and
advice for farmers (IRI, 2007, Climate risk management in Africa: Learning from practice).

2) Rural farmer observers: Model farmers which were given rain gauges to measure rainfall in
their fields, and were trained in using them in conjunction with sowing calendars, which
indicate suitable planting dates and appropriate crop varieties in the different locations,
depending on rainfall as measured by the gauges.

3) Agrometeorological information adapted to the sowing calendars: throughout the May–
October growing season farmers received 10-day bulletins, including agrometeorological and
hydrological summary information as well as corresponding advices and recommendations;
daily and 3-day weather forecasts.

Also, the project worked on fostering participation and building capacity among agricultural
extension agents, establishing routes for information flow between stakeholders and
developing methods for rapid processing of data and their conversion into appropriate and
useful advice.
The results of this long-term project indicate that the regular provision of agrometeorological
information helps farmers to manage the risks associated with increased climate variability.

In October 2007, WMO organized a Conference of Directors of National Meteorological and
Hydrological Services of West Africa in Las Palmas, Spain. From this Las Palmas meeting, an
action plan was developed with the objective to reinforce the NMHSs of the region. In April
2008 AEMET funded and WMO organized an Expert Meeting on Agrometeorology in the
Service of West African Agriculture in Niamey, Niger.
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The purpose of the meeting was to develop projects in agrometeorology for the West African
countries of Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal based on funding from AEMET.
The main theme discussed were Roving Seminars for Weather, Climate, and Farmers which
aim to increase the interaction between the National Meteorological and Hydrological
Services (NMHSs) and rural farmers.

In July 2008, National Focal Points from the five countries were selected in order to liaise with
AEMET and WMO for organizing Roving Seminars in their respective countries.

The content of the Roving Seminars are adapted to the local conditions of the country and
regions. The Roving Seminars are of one-day duration and bring together farmers from a
group of villages to a centralized location in any given region (Draft Manual on Roving
Seminars Methodological, WMO, 2019). Due to the success of a similar activity in Mali, that
country has agreed to supply a total of 200 rain gauges to be distributed at each of the ten
seminars (20 per seminar) that will be organized by each country. The focal point with
assistance from Mali prepared agrometeorological advice that was used in conjunction with
the rain gauge.

Building on the success obtained in the first 5 countries, during following years other
countries joined the programme: Benin, Cape Verde, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau and Togo
in 2009 and Ghana, Nigeria and Côte d’Ivoire in 2011. Liberia also participated in trainings,
but could not organize the seminars. Sierra Leone failed to participate at all.

The METAGRI Final Meeting, held in Bamako, Mali on 26-30 September 2011, which brought
together representatives from all the 15 participating countries plus AEMET and WMO to
discuss the results of the 3 METAGRI phases, to analyze the gaps and to provide guidance for a
new project called METAGRI OPERATIONAL that should improve the performance of the
Roving Seminars as requested by the Conference of Directors of Western Africa NMHSs.

An external project evaluation was undertaken by Dr Vieri Tarchiani (Institute of
Biometeorology of the Italian National Research Council) in December 2014. The evaluation
methodology assesses the five evaluation criteria endorsed by the OECD-DAC: Relevance,
Effectiveness, Efficiency, Impacts and Sustainability of the project (Annex 1).
The evaluation report is organized in a general synthesis of METAGRI project and a factsheet
per Country.
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METAGRI PROJECT
Project organization
The project, coordinated by WMO, was implemented by the NMHS in each country. In July
2008, a National Focal Point was selected for each of the five countries participating in the
first phase of METAGRI (Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal). The role of the
National Focal points was to liaise with AEMET and WMO in developing detailed action plans
(including dates, identification of beneficiary localities, logistical organization, etc) for
organizing the roving seminars in their respective countries (See Table 1). Each country was
provided with a yearly budget for organizing a defined number of Roving Seminars.
Table 1. METAGRI Project Partners and Focal Points

Country
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cabo Verde
Cote d’Ivoire
Gambia
Ghana
Guinée
Guiné Bissau
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Togo

NMHS
Direction de la Météorologie Nationale
Direction de la Météorologie Nationale
Instituto
Nacional de Meteorologia e
Geophísica
Direction de la Météorologie Nationale
Department of Water Resources
Meteorological Services Department
Direction Nationale de la Météorologie
Direccao do Servicio Nacional da
Meteorologia
Direction Nationale de la Météorologie
Office National de la Météorologie
Direction de la Météorologie nationale
Nigerian Meteorological Agency
Agence Nationale de la Météorologie
du Sénégal
Direction Générale de la Météorologie
Nationale

National Focal Point
Mr AGBADJAGAN Janvier
Mme SANFO B. Judith
Mr SPENCER Joao

Mr MIAN Kodjenini Augustin
Mr GIBBA Peter
Mr POKPERLAAR Dominic Soami
Ms DIALLO Halimatou
Mr DIAS FONSECA Francisco
M DIARRA Z. Dauda
M COULIBALY Hamidou
Mme SITTA Aïssatou Adamou
Ms ADEJOKUN Victoria
M NDIAYE Mamadou
Mr KPOGO Yao Doh
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Project implementation
The project was launched in April 2008 and lasted up to September 2011 through three
phases:
Table 2. METAGRI Phases

Phase Period
Countries
1
2008-09 Burkina Faso, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger, and
Senegal

2

3

Roving Seminars
8-10 roving seminars
were organized in Sep
2008 to Jan 2009

Other
April 23-24 2008: Expert
Meeting on Agrometeorology
in the Service of West African
Agriculture in Niamey, Niger
Sep 9-10 2008: Coordination
and Training Seminar
(Bamako, Mali)
2009-10 Phase 1 + Benin, Cape 3 roving seminars in March 18-20 2009:
Verde, Gambia, Guinea, the Phase I countries Evaluation and Planning
Guinea-Bissau, and
and 10 roving
Meeting on Roving Seminars
Togo
seminars for new
on Weather, Climate, and
countries from July to Farmers in West Africa
September 2009
(Bamako, Mali)
2010-11 Phase I and II countries 2 roving seminars in 29-30 March 2011: METAGRI
+ Côte d´Ivoire, Ghana, the Phase II countries Training Seminar for Phase
and Nigeria (Liberia
and 10 roving
III Countries (Lagos, Nigeria)
and Sierra Leone)
seminars for new
26-30 September 2011: Final
countries from July
METAGRI Meetings (Bamako,
2010 to March 2012 Mali) Evaluation for Phase II
and III of the Project;
Communication Seminar;
Final Meeting.

Roving Seminars
The Roving Seminars on Weather, Climate and Farmers are one or two day seminars that aim
to sensitize farmers about the weather and climate information and their applications in
operational farm management. Farmers from a group of villages are gathered in a centralized
location in any selected region. The objective of these seminars is to make farmers become
more self-reliant in dealing with weather and climate issues that affect agricultural
production on their farms and to increase the interaction between the local farming
communities and the local staff of the NMHSs. This feedback is crucial for the NMHSs in
providing better services for the agricultural community.

Roving Seminars are organized in two parts. The first focus on five main topics: climate
variability and climate change, specific climate risk for agriculture in the host region, agro
meteorology (products and tools), agronomic research and adaptation to climate change and
Farmer Perception of Weather and Climate Information Provision and Feedback. A significant
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portion of the past is devoted to obtaining farmer feedback, The second part is devoted to the
so-called farmer’s rain gauge, including rainfall observation techniques, data collection and
transmission and rain gauge installation.

At every seminar, a limited number of simple farmer rain gauges produced in Mali are
provided to the most skillful farmers, allowing them to measure rainfall in their plots. These
rainfall measurements provide them with an estimation of the soil moisture and could be
used to make decisions in critical crop timing regarding when to plant and which variety of
seed to use according to date, received rainfall, and expected character of the rainfall season.
Those selected farmers also act as leaders in their communities by conveying weather and
climate information and providing useful information to the national meteorological services
and agricultural authorities about rainfall, weather phenomena, status of crops, pest and
plagues occurrences or other aspects of crop evolution.
Training teams were multidisciplinary which consisted of meteorologists, agricultural
extension agents and experts in agriculture. They liaised with regional authorities and
organized the farmers to meet in a convenient place in the agricultural area providing them
transportation fees, coffee and tea, and lunch. Often, local NGOs, other development partners
and research institutions in agriculture were associated to the Seminars. Media coverage was
also encouraged to give more focus to the Seminars.

The choice of localities where to organize the Roving Seminars were based on the basic
criteria of equal geographic distribution among country’s regions and production systems.
Moreover, in some cases it was decided to make synergies with previous agrometeorological
projects and activities. In the case of Burkina Faso, for example, for the first phase the three
sites were chosen in Dori (Région du Sahel), Boulsa (Région du Centre-Nord) and Houndé
(Région des Hauts Bassins) where a pilot activity of seasonal forecasts diffusion was held by
the Climate Forecasting for Agricultural Resources Project – CFAR.

Farmer Rain Gauges

Farmer rain gauges for farmers have been developed and used first in the Malian pilot project
in order to respond to the increasing request of the populations in the meteorological
assistance and to the lack and high cost of imported rain gauges. They were designed to
measure liquid precipitation as representative as possible in various Sahelian countries.
Indeed, the dimensions of rain gauges were specified according to the daily precipitations on
the region. They were locally manufactured by a small private company. The farmer rain
gauge is composed of (see Figure 1):
1. a graduated plastic bucket with a receiving ring of 100 cm2 of surface; a plastic ribbon
with a graduated scale is also attached.
2. a metal support provided with two smooth iron rings welded on to the higher edges to
maintain the bucket vertical and stable. Supports are made at every country by local
providers.
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In the Gulf of Guinea countries, several reports
indicated that a bigger gauge would be needed in
that region.

Figure 1. Farmer Rain Gauge (Source: NMS Mali, LOCAL MANUFACTURED FARMER RAIN GAUGES IN MALI)

METAGRI EVALUATION
The external evaluation of the METAGRI project (2008-2011) was carried out by Dr. Vieri
Tarchiani (Institute of Biometeorology of the Italian National Research Council) upon demand
of the World Meteorological Organization. The objective is to evaluate the project
implementation in relation to project objectives using existing reporting. The evaluation
process, based on project documentation, assesses the five evaluation criteria endorsed by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance
Committee (DAC) (OECD-DAC, 20181):
−

−
−
−

1

Relevance
o Of the project objectives
o Of the approach towards reaching objectives
Effectiveness
o Of the approach
Efficiency
o In the implementation of activities
Impacts, in terms of:
o Communication of weather information;
o Feedbacks from local level ;

OECD-DAC, 2018: DAC Criteria for Evaluating Development Assistance.
http://www.oecd.org/dac/evaluation/daccriteriaforevaluatingdevelopmentassistance.htm
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−

o Use of weather and climatic information at farmer level and support to decision
making schemes where available;
Sustainability

Documentation about METAGRI project, METAGRI national reports of different phases were
provided by WMO and by NMHSs (Annex 2, list of consulted documents). A rapid evaluation
questionnaire was submitted to first phase countries’ focal points. Only Niger, Burkina Faso
and Mauritania answered the questionnaire that was used for countries factsheets (Annexes
3, 4 and 5).

The implementation of training activities is usually evaluated using referenced evaluation
models, among which the Kirkpatrick's training evaluation model is one of the most widely
used for the evaluation of training and learning. It involves four levels of evaluation in which
each successive evaluation level is built on information provided by the lower level. According
to this model, evaluation begins with level one, and then, as time and budget allows, moves
sequentially through levels two, three, and four. Thus, each successive level represents a more
precise measure of the effectiveness of the training program, but at the same time requires a
more rigorous and time-consuming analysis. But in practice, if the evaluation has not been
planned at the beginning of the process foreseeing reaction sheets, learning tests and impacts
surveys, it is not applicable.
2

For the purpose of the METAGRI evaluation, a simplified evaluation model was adopted for
the evaluation of the whole process together, using simplified indicators in order to assess the
Relevance, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Impacts and Sustainability of the overall approach.

Considering that the METAGRI project ended in 2011 and a further phase is currently ongoing, the evaluation process is based on project documents and reports.

In terms of project conception and formulation, METAGRI was a process rather than a project.
Indeed there is not a specific initial plan for METAGRI but a growing experience starting from
the recommendations of the Conference of the Directors and the Expert meeting of 2008. The
process expanded from the initial five to fourteen countries, without a project document, a
Logical Framework or a M&E framework. The project objectives and action plan can be
extrapolated only from the proceedings of the meetings where they have been defined. In this
context, the project evaluation cannot refer to objective targets (performance indicators) and
thus the present evaluation is built on ex-post qualitative indicators.
Moreover, it has been impossible to objectively evaluate the quality of trainings because by
one side the seminars have not been evaluated by participants and on the other, the project
did not foresee any survey or monitoring activity in order to evaluate the real impacts of
Roving Seminars on productivity and farmers behavior. Evaluation meetings organized in
Bamako in 2009 and 2011 aimed primarily to gather comments and observations from

2

Kirkpatrick, D. L. (1994). Evaluating Training Programs: The Four Levels. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler
Publishers.
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national focal points in order to plan the following year activities. Based from the final 2011
evaluation meeting, project statistics for phase 1, 2 and 3 have been produced for the roving
seminars and delivered rain gauges. METAGRI statistics provided by WMO as a result of the
Bamako meeting of 2011 have been used, even if there were some minor inconsistencies in
the numbers among these synthetic statistics and national reports.

Relevance

The project was formulated by WMO and AEMET in collaboration with the Conference of
Directors of National Meteorological and Hydrological Services of West Africa and on the basis
of the Mali experience on agrometeorology for farmers, started in 1982 by the Malian
Meteorological Service, assisted by AGRHYMET and with technical support from the WMO and
financial support from the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC). The Mali
experience evolved through different phases till 1995, after which the Malian government
received contributions from different partners through the WMO for the scaling up of the
approach.
Table 3. General evaluation of METAGRI approach implementation

Criteria

Score

Indicators

Relevance

High

Effectiveness

High/Medium *

Interest of NMHS, Agriculture Technical Services and
Research, NGOs and civil society, farmers and Peasant
Associations

Efficiency

High **

Impact

Low ***

Sustainability High

Collaboration between NMHS of different countries
Collaboration between NMHS and other national/local
stakeholders
Building on previous experiences
RS implementation targets
Timing of RS during the season
Use of weather and climatic information
Feedbacks from local level
Communication of weather information
Media coverage
Stakeholders commitment
Scaling up by farmers and civil society
New national/international projects

* Lack of key performance and delivery indicators
** Lack of information about the timing of RS organized during the 3rd phase in some
countries
*** Lack of impact information
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The results of this long-term experience indicate that the regular provision of
agrometeorological information helps farmers to manage the risks associated with increased
climate variability. Since the pilot phase, the results from the field showed increases in yields
for the plots where the farmers had used agro-meteorological information, as compared to the
traditionally managed plots. Testimonies from farmers indicated substantial production
increases in maize, sorghum, pearl millet, groundnut, and cotton generating household
increase in income and resilience to climatic risks.
On the bases of this positive experience, METAGRI was designed to increase awareness of
farmers on weather and climate risk management, the use of weather and climate information
and services to improve rural production and better prepare against the weather threats
emerging from climate change.

The project was formulated on the assumption that targeted weather and climate information
and awareness can increase farmers’ climatic resilience securing and improving rural
productions and leading to sustainable economic and social development for rural
communities. Effective approaches to reach this target need to be participatory, crossdisciplinary and to bring together research and development expertise with farmers as equal
partners to reap the benefits from weather and climate knowledge.

The relevance of the project objective is undoubted, considering that scientific works and
practice experience in the region indicate that weather and climate are still the most critical
risk factors impacting on farming performance and management. Extreme weather and
climate events such as droughts and floods are increasing in frequency and intensity due to
climate change and strongly affect sustainable farming development and food security.
Climate variability and change also exacerbate the vulnerability of individual farmers and
whole rural communities.

The discussions on climate change during Roving Seminars highlight that rural producers are
aware of the changes and assimilate these changes to rainfall variability, the late start of the
campaign for early rains and false starts, extreme temperatures, strong winds, high
temperatures, changes in the environment (flora and fauna), the frequency of sandstorms,
depending on the agroecology of the area.
In order to address such objective, the project implementation plan foresaw to:
1. Train the trainers
2. Organize the Roving Seminars
3. Distribute plastic rain gauges to model farmers.

This approach was limited to a one-time training session and sensitizing activities with
farmers, without strong follow-up that would be needed to ensure and quantify the
achievement of long-term impacts.
Final score: High
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Effectiveness
The METAGRI project was developed as a consensual process among funding agencies,
implementing agencies and national counterparts. Annual implementation plans were
developed during project meetings (Niamey 2008, Bamako 2009) and NMHS Directors
Conferences (Niamey 2008, Banjul 2010 – Annex 2). The project was not formalized with a
project document, including Logical Framework and Monitoring & Evaluation framework.
Thus it is not possible to evaluate the project effectiveness against key performance and
delivery indicators. The effectiveness of the project approach is therefore evaluated on the
basis of qualitative ex-post indicators. Fourteen countries have been progressively active in
the project and, thus the outcomes could be more evident for first phase countries rather than
for the latest.

The project approach was effective in up-scaling the Mali experience. Indeed since the
beginning, strong south-south collaboration which was encouraged between Malian and
other NMHSs.

A Coordination and Training Meeting on the METAGRI project was held in Bamako, Mali from
9-11 September 2008. This meeting brought together representatives from Burkina Faso,
Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, WMO, and AEMET. The meeting aimed to develop a common
understanding on Roving Seminars and how to sensitize, inform and train farmers. Thus it can
be considered a Training of Trainers where representatives from Mali took the lead in
providing lectures to the focal points from the other 4 countries and in leading a
demonstration two-day seminar with 40 rural farmers from the Koulikoro region in Mali.

Furthermore, regional meetings were organized with the NMHSs and there were discussions
about encountered difficulties and the planning of following phases. An Evaluation and
Planning Meeting on the Roving Seminars on Weather and Climate for Farmers in West Africa
was held in Bamako, Mali from 18-20 March 2009. This meeting aimed to evaluate the
outcomes of Phase I, discuss the encountered difficulties and developed the plan for Phase II,
which enlarged the countries to Benin, Cape Verde, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, and Togo.
Moreover, during this meeting a Training of Trainers for Countries starting the project in the
following year was also organized and conducted by Mali NMS representatives in
collaboration with WMO and AEMET.
Finally, in March 2011 a Training Seminar for Phase III Countries (Côte d´Ivoire, Ghana,
Nigeria and Liberia) was organized in Lagos, Nigeria with the same approach of the previous
ones.

Partnership between NMHS and other national and local stakeholders has been
encouraged and often created, depending on the country. Generally, NMHS could develop
fruitful and win-win partnership with:
-

Agricultural Extension Services,
Agricultural and other Technical Services (national and decentralized)
NGOs (National and International i.a. CARE)
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-

Peasants' organizations (i.a. CNCR-Senegal)
Agronomic Research Institutions (i.a. INERA-Burkina, ISRA-Senegal, CNRA-Cote
d’Ivoire)

Table 4. Collaborations established under METAGRI

Country
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea Bissau
Côte d´Ivoire
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Togo

Ag. Ext. Serv.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Tech. Serv.

ONG

PO

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Research
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Among first phase countries it should be noted that in Mali, Niger and Mauritania such winwin collaborations have not been fully developed. In the case of Mali, such partnerships were
already ongoing thank to the previous 20 years of experience, in Niger and Mauritania this
appeared to be a lost opportunity to strengthen the relations with actors that often are better
rooted at local level then NMHS. In Senegal and Burkina, the partnership was wide and
included many local and national institutions. Among late participating countries, Nigeria,
Côte d´Ivoire and Guinea could develop large partnerships, ensuring solid bases for scalingup.

The participation of rural communities was always important, even if in some cases logistic
problems made difficult for peasant to travel to the seminar venue. It should be noted that not
only cereal producers participated but in many countries the audience was also composed by
herders, horticulturalists, fruit producers and even fishers.

Another effectiveness indicator is the fact that the METAGRI project built on past successful
experiences (and sometimes still-ongoing). For instance, this is the case of Mali, but also in
other countries, successful and win-win synergies have been established. A good example
comes from Burkina Faso, where METAGRI activities have been first launched in areas were
the Climate Forecasting for Agricultural Resources – CFAR – project already operated since
2001. This allowed the capitalization of CFAR achievements on diffusion of seasonal forecasts
to farmers and the complementarities between the meteorological science and the traditional
knowledge used by the farmers.
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Table 5. Synergies with previous or ongoing initiatives

Country
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea Bissau
Côte d´Ivoire
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Togo

Previous/ongoing experiences
Climate Forecasting for Agricultural Resources (CFAR) – Tufts University

Adaptation Learning Programme (ALP) - CARE

Agromet - SDC
PANA - (Programme d’Adaptation National au changement climatique)
PANA Resilience
African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) – EU FP6

Final score: High/Medium

Efficiency
As already shown, METAGRI was not formalized with a project document, including a logical
framework and monitoring and evaluation framework. Thus, it is not possible to evaluate the
project efficiency against key performance and delivery indicators. The efficiency of the
project approach is therefore evaluated on the basis of indicative targets in terms of number
of roving seminars, timing of delivery, trained farmers and delivered farmer rain gauges.

In terms of efficiency in the realization of Roving Seminars, the project reached the target
that was defined. Even if during the first phase, only about 50% of the seminars were
organized, the progress increased during the second and third phase. It should also be noted
that the first phase seminars in some countries such as Niger gathered a very large number of
participants (less Roving Seminars with more participants each). During the following phases
the number of participants was reduced (improving the training quality) versus an increase of
the number of Seminars.
Table 6. Delivered Roving Seminars (RS) per Phase

Phase
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2008-11

Countries
5
5+6
11+3
14

RS
8-10
3+(8-10)
2+10

Expected RS
40-50
63-75
52
155-177

Realized RS
25
79
55
159
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It should be noted also that in some countries, Roving Seminars have been organized in
critical socio-political situations, for instance in Côte d´Ivoire, posing serious problems not
only in terms of logistics but also of security. Moreover, METAGRI could ensure the
organization of Roving Seminars even in remote areas, often without minimum requirements
of services such as power and sanitation.
Concerning the timing of the Roving Seminars, and considering that the uppermost benefits
are gained if they are organized just before the start of the rainy season, the efficiency was not
very good. In fact, during the first phase, the Seminars have been realized from September
2008 to January 2009, just after the 2008 rainy season and long before the start of the 2009
one.

During the second phase Seminars started in June-July, but in some countries they have been
completed in August-September, after the beginning of the season, reducing the benefits that
farmers could have gained. During the third phase also, the timing was not always respected
(Burkina in December 2010, Nigeria in September 2011). For some countries no information
was provided about the timing of third phase Seminars.

In terms of efficiency in training delivery, final METAGRI statistics (WMO, Key Lessons from
METAGRI Roving Seminars 2008-2011- Annex 2) show that 7827 persons, representing 2606
villages, have been trained during 159 Roving Seminars in 14 different countries. These
figures indicate a very good efficiency. Among participants, 7044 were farmers and 783
extension and other services’ agents. Among farmers 1015 were women (14%). An average of
49 persons participated to each seminar, representing 16 villages. 3325 farmer rain gauges
have been distributed, an average of 21 per seminar and on average more than 1 per village.

In terms of rain gauges production and delivery to METAGRI partners, a total of 4270 rain
gauges has been produced in Mali and delivered under the supervision of Mali NMHS. The
METAGRI project contributed to strengthen the role of farmer rain gauges as a real tool for
climatic risks management. Farmer rain gauges are now produced even in other African
regions as in Ethiopia (7000 farmer rain gauges produced and distributed from 2010 to
2012).
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Table 7. Timing of Roving Seminars per phase and per Country

Country
Benin
Benin
Burkina Faso
Burkina Faso
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
Cape Verde
Cote d'Ivoire
Gambia
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea
Guinea Bissau
Guinea Bissau
Mali
Mali
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritania
Mauritania
Niger
Niger
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Senegal
Senegal
Togo
Togo

Phase
2009-10
2010-11
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2009-10
2010-11
2010-11
2009-10
2010-11
2010-11
2009-10
2010-11
2009-10
2010-11
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2010-11
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2009-10
2010-11

N. of RS
10
2
3
3
2
9
3
10
10
2
10
10
4
10
2
6
3
2
2
4
2
6
3
2
10
8
3
2
10
2

n.d. – no data

Timing
Jun-Aug/09

Jan/11

Jan-Feb/2009
Jun/09
Dec/2010
Jun-Aug/09

n.d.

Mar/12
Jun-Aug/09
Mar/11

Jul-Sep/11
Jun-Aug/09
Jul/11
Jul-Sep/09
Avr/11
Sep/08
Jun-Sep/09

n.d

Sep/08
Jul-Aug/09

n.d

Dec/08-Jan/2009
Jun/09
Feb/11
Sep-Oct/11
Dec/08-Jan/09
Jul/09
Jun/2011
Oct-Nov/09

n.d.

Table 8. METAGRI Final Statistics

N. of Roving Seminars

159 Av.

N. of distributed Rain gauges

3325 gauges/seminar

N. of Trained Farmers

7044

of which N. Trained Women
N. of Trained Ext. Agents and others
N. of represented villages

Rain

1015 Av. Persons/seminar

21

49

783
2606 Av. Villages/Seminar

16

(Source: KEY LESSONS FROM METAGRI ROVING SEMINARS 2008-2011)
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Table 9, Farmer rain gauges produced in Mali 2008-2011

Phase

1

2

N. Rain gauges

Beneficiary Country

Observations

1000

Burkina Faso, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger and
Senegal.

200 rain gauges per
country

1700

Bénin, Burkina Faso, Cap
Vert, Gambia, Guinée
Bissau, Mali, Mauritanie,
Niger, Republique de
Guinée, Senegal, Sierra
Leone and Togo

200 rain gauges per each
new country and 60 per
phase 1 countries

Bénin, Burkina Faso, Cap
Vert, Gambia, Guinée
Bissau, Mali, Mauritanie,
Niger, Republique de
Guinée, Senegal, Togo,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Cote
d’Ivoire, Ghana and Liberia

200 rain gauges per each
new country and 70 per
phase 1 and 2 countries

3
1570
TOTAL
4270
Source: Direction Nationale de la Météorologie du Mali

Final score: High

Impacts
The best way for evaluating an agrometeorological project is the use of agricultural
productivity and indicators of farmers behavior. But the METAGRI project did not foresee any
monitoring and evaluation activity on project impacts. Thus, as per the proposed approach,
impacts are only qualitatively evaluated on:
•
•
•
•

Use of weather and climatic information at farmer level;
Feedbacks from local level;
Communication of weather information;
Media Coverage.

Concerning the use of weather and climate information at local level, the METAGRI project
provided awareness rising, sensitization and training to farmers, farmers organizations, NGOs
and extension agents. The hypothesis was that targeted weather and climate information and
awareness can increase farmers’ climatic resilience securing and improving rural productions
and leading to sustainable economic and social development for rural communities.
Rainfall data locally observed with farmer rain gauges are used by farmers for establishing the
planting date. In many countries, the observation is associated with a seeding calendar
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specific by region and crop. According to National Focal Points, the application of the seeding
calendar with the rain gauge allows farmers to avoid false starts of the season, resulting in a
dramatic decrease of reseeding.

Major benefits are for drought prone areas and rainfall deficient areas, while in more humid
areas climatic risks for the start of the season are lower. Rainfall data from the farmer rain
gauges could also be used for taking decisions about the best moment for distributing
fertilizers or for pest control.

Because of the lack of monitoring activities, the METAGRI project did not collect any
information nor data about the real use and application of rainfall observed data or climatic
information (i.e. seasonal forecasts) received during the Roving Seminars.

Moreover, the METAGRI project approach builds also on the assumption that NMHSs
regularly provide weather and agrometeorological advice to farmers, including targeted
information for local communities. Nevertheless, the METAGRI project did not engage in the
improvement of producing and communicating such advises, nor in better targeting to
communities involved in the project (such objectives have been later introduced in METAGRI
OPERATIONAL Project). But in some cases, attempts to overcome this gap have been made by
NMHSs through their own resources or thanks to the collaboration with other initiatives. In
the case of Niger, where special bulletins for METAGRI communities have been produced in
2009 on NMHSs funds or in the case of Burkina Faso where, through the Programme
d’Adaptation National au changement climatique (PANA – National Adaptation Programme on
Climate Change) the NMHSs produced and communicated agrometeorological advises
targeted to 6 sites during 2 years. Unfortunately, the sustainability of these valuable initiatives
remains dependent on project funds.

The lack of monitoring and/or feedbacks does not allow neither quantitative nor qualitative
evaluation of the METAGRI project impacts in terms of use of weather and climate
information.

Concerning the rainfall data observed by farmer rain gauges, no figures are available about
digitized records in databases, number of rain gauges rain gauges providing regularly data,
etc. Farmer observed data are collected and centralized at NMHS feeding the
agrometeorological databases, which are a separate database from the climatic one.
Agrometeorological databases are used for the monitoring of the cropping season and the
preparation of bulletins (daily, ten-days). Unfortunately, data are often not regularly
transmitted and as consequence NMHSs tend to under-exploit such valuable source of climatic
data. Often observed data are used only for the weather bulletins on radio or TV diffusion as a
sort of kind acknowledgement for farmers who sent their data. The amount and the duration
of received observed rainfall data from farmers by NMHSs could have been a good impact
indicator. Unfortunately, the METAGRI project did not collect from NMHSs quantitative
estimations about how many trained farmer sent regularly rainfall data and for how long they
are available.
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Personnel information from NMHSs of Niger and Burkina Faso indicates that model farmers
usually send observed data to NMHSs for the first year and subsequently progressively
abandon. On the contrary, in Mauritania it seems that farmers continue sending data for more
than 3 years.

The media coverage on Roving Seminars was very impressive in some countries such as
Senegal and Nigeria. For others countries (i.e. Niger and Cote d'Ivoire) no information about
the media coverage is available.
Table 10. Media Coverage per Country

Country
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
Cote d'Ivoire
Gambia

Media
Press conference
Radio, TV
Press

Ghana
Guinea
Guinea Bissau
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Togo

Radio

Radio
Radio, TV
Radio, newspapers
Press coverage
Press conference
Radio, TV, newspapers
Film, TV, Radio, newspapers
Radio, TV, Press

Senegal is surely the champion for the mediatization of the METAGRI project activities. A film
has been produced and projected at the Roving Seminars and on the national TV in order to
sensitize farmers about the benefits of agrometeorological advices in agriculture. The film,
produced by professionals, used previously trained farmers as testimonials, boosting
confidence in the audience.
Final score: Low for lack of information

Sustainability
The sustainability of the Roving Seminar concept resides mainly in its simplicity and low cost,
allowing NMHSs of West Africa to replicate it despite limited resources. Even the regionally
produced farmer rain gauge contributes to the sustainability of the action thanks to its very
competitive price compared to imported ones.

In all the involved countries, Roving Seminars had a large audience and they increased the
awareness of farmers, civil society, local administration and technical services on the role of
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weather and climatic information in agriculture. Almost in all the countries, NMHSs received
each year many requests for installing rain gauges and training farmers by civil society,
farmers, local administrations and traditional chiefs. The number of requests per year, if
available would be a good indicator of sustainability. In some cases (i.e. Nigeria) farmers and
stakeholders, on learning of the importance and likely problems of weather and climate to
their sector, even expressed their willingness to bear the cost of procurement and installation
of additional rain-gauges.

In some countries, the partnership created between NMHS and other organization involved in
Roving Seminars led to long term agreements and partnerships valorizing the role of NMHS
and ensuring further scaling-up of the approach. That’s the case for example of Côte d´Ivoire
where the NMHS could finalize long-term agreements with the Agence Nationale d’Appui au
Développement Rural (ANADER) and the Centre National de Recherche Agronomique,
(CNRA).

In some cases, the METAGRI project increased the interest of development partners who
funded the inclusion of the METAGRI approach in their projects. It is, for example, the case of
Niger, where since 2009 the following activities originated from METAGRI but they have not
be funded by it:
•

•
•
•

2009, production of specific agrometeorological bulletins for rural producers for 6
METAGRI Municipalities (CUN, Hamdallaye, Bonkoukou, Simiri, Harikanassou, Tanda)
with NMHS funds,
2010-11, 16 roving seminars funded by the GEF-LDCF through UNDP,
2011, Exchange and study trip of farmers to Mali, and inspection of rain gauges
network, substitution of some rain gauges and observers training funded by the GEFLDCF through UNDP,
2014, 2 Roving Seminars funded by CARE.

As well in Guinea, the Chamber of Agriculture funded the distribution of 35 rain gauges to
peasant organizations all around the country, and in Burkina Faso where 14 additional
seminars have been organized for about 1100 farmers. This included funding from PANA,
Tokyo International Conference on African Development (TICAD - Conférence Internationale
de Tokyo sur le développement de l'Afrique) and some NGOs.

Based on the METAGRI project final evaluation meeting of September 2011, the METAGRI
OPERATIONAL project was conceived. The METAGRI OPERATIONAL project aimed to scale up
METAGRI activities, improving the performance of the Roving Seminars as requested by the
Conference of Directors of Western Africa NMHSs and also addressing the gaps of the
METAGRI project in training, development of communications skills, feedback and evaluation
tools and institutional strengthening. The METAGRI OPERATIONAL project started in 2012
and is expected to last at the end of 2015. The project is funded by Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Norway with minor contributions from Greece, AEMET and WMO regular budget.
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Thanks to the METAGRI project experience, WMO would extend the approach to other
countries and other continents, for example to Ethiopia, Ecuador, Peru, Moldova, Romania,
Croatia, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Final score: High

FINAL REMARKS
Strengths
The strength of the roving seminar concept is without doubt its simplicity and the possibility
for NMHSs in West Africa to replicate it despite limited resources.
At the end of the METAGRI project, we can synthesize the strengths as follows:

For NMHSs:
• Good general level of preparedness of the NMHS teams to respond to the demand for
roving seminars,
• Increased collaboration among NMHSs of the region,
• Increased interaction of NMHSs with the local farming communities,
• Better understanding of the needs (in terms of information) and perception (on
climate and changes) of the rural farmers,
• Public awareness raised on NMHSs role in agriculture development,
• Sensitization of national and decentralized decision makers and stakeholders of
climatic risks and possible solutions in agriculture,
• Good partnerships with local agricultural extension services, civil society, NGOs,
Municipalities and decentralized Governments,
• Strategic alliances with other technical services and agricultural research institutions,
• Involvement in new projects integrating the METAGRI approach,
• Good visibility at all levels.

For farmers:
• Better understanding of climate variability and change,
• Better information on weather, climate and agrometeorological information and
advices produced by NMHSs,
• Increased self-resilience in dealing with weather and climate issues that affect
agricultural production (but impacts on productivity and farmers behavior are
unknown),
• Increased interaction with NMHSs and other involved institution (extension services,
NGOs, research, etc.).
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Gaps
Relevance:
• Limited approach to the realization of Roving Seminars and provision of rain gauges
without adequate support in improving agrometeorological advises and
communication.

Effectiveness:
• In some countries, the collaboration with extension services and other local and
national stakeholders and civil society organization was not completely developed.
• Rain gauge design needs to be improved in the attached plastic scale and developing a
larger version for Gulf of Guinea precipitation.

Efficiency:
• Organization and security: Problems in some countries (Sierra Leone could not
participate in phase III, Côte d´Ivoire could not perform Roving Seminars in 2011 due
to security reasons, Liberia participated to the 2011 training in Lagos, but they needed
an extra training performed in April 2012).
• Logistics: Late availability of funds, problems for farmers to timely reach the villages
where the training takes place,
• Timing of the seminars: Best period is just before the cropping season, when the
content of the training « rings a bell », when the messages and lessons are likely to be
readily usable,
• Low participation of women: Conditions for higher attendance number of female
farmers should be identified,

Impacts:
• Low, or missing, support to farmers after the delivery of seminars and rain gauges,
• Lack of support for the dissemination of specific climate information and advises to
trained farmers: some attempts have been made (i.a. Niger and Burkina), but not
structured into NMHSs regular activities,
• Low level of capitalization and valorization of rainfall data collected by farmers
(anyway no quantitative figures of stored data are available),
• Unsustainability of data collection: for example in Niger after 1 or 2 years farmers
abandon if not supported or monitored (need of specific bidirectional flow of
information, farmers need continuous interaction especially on obtaining feedback,
specific agrometeorological advisories, etc.),
• Low or underexploited feedbacks from users of weather and climate information, even
if they are crucial for the NMHSs in improving their services for the agricultural
community both in the design of improved products and in the improvement of
communication channels (METAGRI OPERATIONAL Project tries to address this).
• Low capitalization of farmers perception and knowledge of weather and climate,
• Communication of weather and climate information: often bulletins and advises are
not in local languages and their diffusion does not exploit all the available channels to
get in touch with farmers, particularly during the critical phase of agricultural
production (METAGRI OPS working on it).
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Sustainability:
• Lack of well documented evaluation of the approach to sustain its wide spreading
among decision makers and development partners.

Evaluation:
• Low, or missing, monitoring of farmers after the delivery of seminars and rain gauges,
• Poor project reporting at regional and in some cases at national level.
• Difficult to evaluate a project without targets (logical framework, performance
indicators, key implementation indicators)
• No information exists in order to evaluate the impact of the project approach including
on productivity and farmers’ behavior.

Lessons Learned
Collaboration

Climate services for farmers are enabled by locally appropriate institutional and governance
arrangements that support sustained interaction between NMHSs and farmers. While the
specific implementation might be different in different contexts, features that seem to be
important include: (a) formal partnerships and sustained processes for collaboration between
NMHS and agricultural extension services, (b) mechanisms for collaboration with
organizations at local level (NGOs, Peasant Organizations, local authorities), and (c)
engagement of end users in the co-design and evaluation of services.
Climate Services

A comprehensive package of forecast, advisory and early warning products, with a range of
lead times, enables farmers to manage evolving risks through the season. NMHSs need to
develop more effective approaches to deliver weather and climate information.

In order to improve climate services NMHSs need to capitalize feedbacks from end-users on
delivered products and integrate as far as useful local knowledge and perception in order to
foster trust, local relevance and use.

Moreover, collaborative partnership with research institutions need to be promoted in order
to technically improve the products.
Communication

Climate services must be delivered at a local scale to be relevant to farm decision-making.
There are still existing issues concerning language, dissemination media, time and format.
Moreover, communicating climate information in probabilistic terms can help farmers to
understand uncertainty. Information Communication Technologies, in combination with other
communication channels, offer expanding opportunities to reach farmers with relevant
information, but we should not forget traditional channels, such as community radio
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networks, documentaries and also indigenous forms of theater and comedies that can be
filmed and transmitted by local TV chains.

Moreover, face-to-face dialogue between farmers and service providers, such as during the
Roving Seminars is an effective way to communicate historic and predicted seasonal climate
information, creating a direct link and building trust.
Equity and gender

Proactive targeting of women and other socially marginalized groups can help ensure
inclusiveness in the approach. Even if those groups have less impact on overall food
production they are often the more vulnerable to food crises. Increased attention to the
gender issue is mandatory ensuring that females have the equal opportunity to access the
training and the information.
Evaluation

The evaluation framework needs to be integrated in the design of the project. The evaluation
is needed not only to provide a report to the funding agency, but more importantly, to provide
a strong arguments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach and the benefits of the
impacts for up-scaling and promoting the methodology across the country and
internationally. Moreover, including farmers in the evaluation and impacts assessment
increases the uptake, legitimacy, and sustainability of the activities.

Recommendation on the approach
Here is a brief list of recommendations related to the evaluation aspects is presented. Some of
these lessons are being addressed in the METAGRI-OPERATIONAL Project (2012-2014).
Relevance
•

Integrating the roving seminars approach with strong farmers follow-up, monitoring
and provision of targeted advises in order to make the achievements sustainable on
the long-term.

Effectiveness
•

•
•

Continue to encourage the development of collaborations among NMHSs and extension
services and other stakeholders at national and local level (already taken into
consideration by METAGRI OPERATIONAL Project).
Pursue the south-south collaborations among NMHSs of different countries
particularly among those already having strong skills in farmers’ agrometeorology and
those with fewer competencies.
Sustain NMHSs to develop more effective approaches to deliver weather and climate
information.
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Efficiency
•

Ensure that Roving Seminars are delivered in the appropriate period, including early
availability of funds.

Impacts
•

•
•
•

Support an evaluation of farmers activities after each crop campaign in order to
identify the problems that farmers encountered, evaluate the training that they had
and collect feedbacks on the impacts that the approach had on farmers’ behavior and
productivity.
Track the flow of weather data from farmers to NMHSs.
Sustain NMHSs in the valorization of farmer collected weather data.
Support NMHSs in improving agrometeorological advisories for farmers, including
communication (already taken into consideration by METAGRI OPERATIONAL Project)

Sustainability
•
•
•
•
•

Organize in each country an event promoting the METAGRI approach targeted to
decision makers and development partners, for the generalization of the approach in
other rural development activities.
Produce audiovisual communication material in local languages (such as the film
produced in Senegal) in order to raise the awareness of civil society and large public on
the benefits of agrometeorology for farmers.
Improve the communication channels to enable an easier exchange of data and
products between farmers and meteorologist. Enhance the use of ICT and traditional
media (local radios, and evidence from local witness).
Strengthen the role of Multidisciplinary Working Group in Agrometeorology composed
of agricultural authorities, food security officers, plant and animal health experts,
researchers, and meteorologists.
Improve the role of the media as intermediaries between farmers and meteorologists,
providing translation from the technical information to the local languages (already
taken into consideration by METAGRI OPERATIONAL Project).

Recommendations for METAGRI OPERATIONAL Project evaluation
Here after some recommendations for the evaluation of METAGRI OPERATIONAL Project:
Relevance

o Project objectives
o Approach towards reaching objectives

Effectiveness of the approach

Collect information on:
o Improvement of METAGRI project activities (Roving Seminars –Rain gauges)
o Strengthening NMHS skills;
o Communication of weather information;
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Efficiency

o Feedbacks from local level;
o Institutional framework and partnership

Collect information about the efficiency in the implementation of activities for the 5 project
components:
− Component 1 - Roving Seminars –Rain gauges (Classical activities)
− Component 2 - Capacity building inside NMHS to improve their skills in crop modeling,
use of remote sensing and GIS tools.
− Component 3 – Communication, improving relations with the media
− Component 4 - Feedbacks and evaluation tools
− Component 5 - Institutional and partnership strengthening
Impacts

Collect quantitative estimations on:
− How many trained farmer sent regularly rainfall data per year,
− How many records of observations per year are available,
− Which new climate services and advices NMHS could provide to farmers thanks to
METAGRI OPS,
− New dissemination and communication media,
− Feedbacks from farmers on the received training and climate services.

Perform an evaluation campaign for Weather and Climate Services’ impact assessment in
2015 (for selected countries only, see annex 3 for methodology) on:
− Use of weather and climatic information at farmer level and support to decision
making schemes,
− Crop production and farmers behavior.
−

Sustainability

Collect quantitative estimations on:
− How many request for further Roving Seminars and rain gauges distribution the NMHS
received,
− How many Roving Seminars and Rain gauges have been delivered thanks to other
projects or collaborations,
− Number and type of agreements and partnerships valorizing the role of NMHS and
ensuring further scaling-up of the approach.
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COUNTRY FACT SHEETS
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Benin factsheet

Country

Benin

NMHS

Direction de la Météorologie Nationale

National Focal Point

Mr AGBADJAGAN Janvier

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

Team members Meteo

5

5

10

Total team members other
organizations

4

4

8

N° NGOs / associated guests

2

2

4

Effectiveness

Collaborations

Extension service, Institut National des Recherches Agricoles, Ministère de
l’Agriculture

Building on previous experiences

-

Efficiency
Total seminars

10

2

Jun-Aug/2009

Jan/2011

N° Villages represented

180

20

200

Total attendants

481

171

652

Total food producers

348

153

501

Total others

133

18

151

Total women

64

44

108

N° Rain gauges distributed to
men

144

56

200

N° Rain gauges distributed to
women

0

0

0

144

56

200

Timing

-

Total rain gauges

12

Impacts
Media

Press conferences

N° Media guests

•
•

12

8

20

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and
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•

to minimize associated risks.
Development of partnership with NGOs and other organizations (PANA- Ministère Environnement,
Ministère de l’Agriculture et de la Pêche, Université, DGEau)

•
•

Increased participation of NMHS in sustainable development process and debates

•

Raised awareness on the need of education programmes on climate change adaptation

Strengthened effort in capacity building actions for helping local communities in climate change
adaptation

Sustainability
Opportunities for scaling-up thanks to the established partnerships
Recommendations

•

Georeferencing the farmer rain gauges location in order to integrate them in the rain gauges
network;

•

Organize monitoring activities in the 12 involved Municipalities;

•
•

Scale-up the process to the 77 Municipalities of Benin;

•

Organize Roving Seminars for primary school teachers and foster the inclusion of weather, climate
and climate change in education programmes;

•

Develop specific training programmes for journalists;

•

Ensure adequate women participation.

Improve the collaboration with Agriculture institutions developing agrometeorological information
products;

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Burkina Faso factsheet

Country

Burkina Faso

NMHS

Direction de la Météorologie Nationale

National Focal Point

Ms SANFO B. Judith

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

4

2

3

9

2

1

4

7

0

3

2

5

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total
team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

INERA (Institut Nationale de Recherche Environnementale et Agricole),
Direction Régionale de l’Agriculture et des Ressources Halieutiques,
NGOs, Agriculture extension service, Producers’ organizations

Building on previous experiences

Climate Forecasting for Agricultural Resources – CFAR Project (on
seasonal forecasts)

Efficiency
Localization of METAGRI Roving Seminars
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Oudalan
Soum

DORI

Seno

Yatenga
OUAHIGOUYA

Bam

N

Sanmatenga

W

E
S

TOMA

BOULSA

ZINIARE
OUAGADOUGOU
TANGUEN-DASSOURI
KOMBISSIRI

BazËga

KÈnÈdougou
HOUNDE

Houet

Tuy

Sites des sÈminaires
METAGRI III ( DÈpartements)
METAGRI II ( Provinces)
METAGRI I ( RÈgions)

Total seminars

3

3

2

Jan-Feb/2009

Jun/2009

Dec/2010

N° Villages represented

177

21

31

229

Total attendants

329

175

133

637

Total food producers

289

138

126

553

Total others

40

37

7

84

Total women

34

15

13

62

N° Rain gauges distributed to men

175

41

56

272

8

0

6

14

183

41

62

286

2

3

1

6

Timing

N° Rain gauges distributed to women
Total rain gauges

8

Impacts
Media
N° Media guests
Awareness

•
•

Feedbacks from farmers

Rainfall data (up to 1 year after the RS), questions on forecasts

Feedbacks from extension

Requests for training

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change
and current benefits of providing information on weather and
climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management
and to minimize associated risks.
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Rainfall data management

Received rainfall data are not integrated in a database, they are used
for weather and agrometeorological bulletins

Sustainability
Scaling-up

14 Roving Seminars for 1100 farmers organized for PANA (Programme
d’Adaptation National au changement climatique) and TICAD Projects
and for NGOs (ARPA, 2IE, Réseau MARP, INADES Formation)
Diffusion of agrometeorological information during 2 years

Partnerships

PANA (2012-13)

Recommendations
From NMHS:
• Organize Roving Seminars for 2 days
• Improve women participation
• Capacity building programme for agrometeorologists
• Improve the diffusion of climatic information
From farmers:
• Prepare a training manual in local languages
• Develop agrometeorological forecasts on the season starting and ending date and dry spells
• Provide forecasts in local language
• Provide weather bulletins for the whole country and inform on the rainfall observed at each
pluviometer
Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports, Evaluation survey
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Cape Verde factsheet

Country

Cape Verde

NMHS

Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia e Geophísica

National Focal Point

Mr SPENCER Joao

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

3

3

6

4

4

8

7

3

10

9

3

12

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total
team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations
Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars
Timing

Jun-Aug/2009

no data (n.d.)

N° Villages represented
Total attendants

378

88

466

Total food producers

333

73

406

Total others

45

15

60

Total women

97

31

128

N° Rain gauges distributed to men

173

0

173

N° Rain gauges distributed to women

17

0

17

Total Rain gauges

190

0

190

Impacts

•
•

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and to
minimize associated risks.

Media
N° Media guests

Press
3

2

5
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Sustainability

4

Recommendations
Integrate in the programme the aspects of climate services for fishers
Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Cote d’Ivoire factsheet

Country

Cote d’Ivoire

NMHS

Direction de la Météorologie Nationale

National Focal Point

Mr MIAN Kodjenini Augustin

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total
team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

Agence Nationale d’Appui au Développement Rural (ANADER),
Centre National de Recherche Agronomique (CNRA), Direction de
l’Hydrologie, NGOs

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars
Timing

11

11

Mar-Apr/2012

N° Villages represented

193

193

Total attendants

450

450

Total food producers

416

416

Total others

34

34

Total women

35

35

N° Rain gauges distributed to men

n.d.

n.d.

N° Rain gauges distributed to women

n.d.

n.d.

Total Rain gauges

200

200

The country could not perform Roving Seminars in 2011 due to security reasons. Roving Seminars have been
organized in March 2012 when it was possible to securely travel inside the country
Impacts
Media

n.d.

N° Media guests

n.d.

•

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
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•

Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and to
minimize associated risks.

Sustainability
Partnerships

Opportunity to strengthen and formalize the partnership with Agence
Nationale d’Appui au Développement Rural (ANADER) and Centre
National de Recherche Agronomique (CNRA)

Recommendations
Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Gambia factsheet

Country

Gambia

NMHS

Department of Water Resources

National Focal Point

Mr GIBBA Peter

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

Effectiveness

20

4

24

Team members Meteo

37

8

45

10

2

12

20

4

24

Total
team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

Agricultural extension service, Disaster Management Agency, NGOs

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars

10

2

Jun-Aug/2009

Mar/2011

N° Villages represented

196

56

252

Total attendants

494

90

584

Total food producers

437

78

515

Total others

57

12

69

Total women

132

12

144

N° Rain gauges distributed to men

150

50

200

Timing

N° Rain gauges distributed to women
Total rain gauges

12

0
150

50

200

2

12

Impacts
Media

Radio

N° Media guests

•
•

10

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and to
minimize associated risks.

Sustainability
Requests for more Seminars
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Recommendations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timing: Organize Seminars at the beginning of the rainy season
Improve the logistics of Roving Seminars, including farmers transportation
Foreseen follow-up activities with the farmers
Organization of roving seminars at district level
Organization of evaluation missions and increase frequency of field visits
Expansion of meteorological assistance
Strengthen partnership with disaster and food security institutions
Broadcasting the weather information in local languages over Gambia Radio and Television Services
(GRTS) and through FM community radios in the regions
Involvement of local authorities in the sensitization and supporting the Meteorological
Department’s initiative in getting the daily forecasts broadcast over the community radios;
Conduct recorded feedback discussions on weather and climate issues with farmers for use in
GRTS’s agriculture and disaster programmes
Create forums where farmers can express their views on weather and climate
Use of traditional musicians, local theatre groups and advocacy groups in the sensitization of local
communities
Strengthening the capacities of regional officers of the National Disaster Management Agency on
weather and climate issues in order to participate in community radio programmes in the regions
Strengthen partnership with GSM operators and community radios to improve communications
with the farming community.

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Ghana factsheet

Country

Ghana

NMHS

Meteorological Services Department

National Focal Point

Mr POKPERLAAR Dominic Soami

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

3

3

6

6

1

1

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total
team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

Ministry of Food and Agriculture, NGO's (CARE)

Building on previous experiences

Adaptation and Learning Project (CARE)

Efficiency
Localization of METAGRI Roving Seminars
Tumu

Binduri

Navrongo

Zuarungu Garu

Babile
Wa

Yendi

Tamale
Bole
Salaga

Wenchi

Kete Krachi

Atebubu

Sunyani
Kumasi

Abetifi

Ho

Koforidua
Akuse

Axim
Takoradi
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Total seminars
Timing

10

10

Jul-Sep/2011

N° Villages represented

200

200

Total attendants

345

345

Total food producers

250

250

Total others

95

95

Total women

15

15

N° Rain gauges distributed to men

185

185

N° Rain gauges distributed to women

15

15

Total Rain gauges

200

200

10

10

Impacts
Media

Radio

N° Media guests

•
•

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and to
minimize associated risks.

Sustainability
Partnership with CARE for the implementation of the Adaptation and Learning Programme
Recommendations
Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Guinea factsheet

Country

Guinée

NMHS

Direction Nationale de la Météorologie

National Focal Point

Ms DIALLO Halimatou

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

Team members Meteo

33

33

66

Total team members
other organizations

33

0

33

N° NGOs / associated
guests

4

4

8

Effectiveness

Collaborations

Ministère de l’Agriculture, Chambre de l'Agriculture, Peasants’ Organizations,
NGOs

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars

10

4

Jun-Aug/2009

Jul/2011

N° Villages represented

165

68

233

Total attendants

299

103

402

Total food producers

264

103

367

Total others

35

0

35

Total women

30

12

42

N°
Rain
gauges
distributed to men

170

58

228

N°
Rain
gauges
distributed to women

30

12

42

Total rain gauges

200

70

270

2

4

Timing

14

Impacts
Media

Radio, Television

N° Media guests

•
•

2

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
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information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and to
minimize associated risks.
Sustainability

•
•

Numerous requests registered at the Chamber of Agriculture for more Roving Seminars and rain
gauges
35 rain gauges and accessories distributed to farmers' federations and to some pilot farmers in the
four natural regions of the country thanks to the funds of the chamber of Agriculture of Guinea.

Recommendations
Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Guinea Bissau factsheet

Country

Guinea Bissau

NMHS

Direccao do Servicio Nacional da Meteorologia

National Focal Point

Mr DIAS FONSECA Francisco

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

3

3

6

Total
team
members
other
organizations

50

9

59

N°
NGOs
/
associated guests

8

3

11

Effectiveness
Team
Meteo

members

Collaborations

Agriculture Ministry, NGOs, Regional Delegation of Agriculture and Rural
Development (DRADR), NGOs (LVIA, APODEL, Guiarroz)

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars

10

2

Jul-Sep/2009

Apr/2011

N°
Villages
represented

220

70

290

Total attendants

422

70

492

Total
producers

410

65

475

Total others

12

5

17

Total women

89

8

97

N° Rain gauges
distributed to men

111

62

173

N° Rain gauges
distributed
to
women

89

8

97

Total rain gauges

200

70

270

Timing

food

12
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Impacts

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Fruitful partnerships with Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MADR) and moreover
with NGOs active in agriculture;
Better dissemination of meteorological products;
Better understanding of farmers’ needs by the NMHS team;
Better knowledge of climate change issues by farmers;
Farmers more receptive to meteorological advices.

Media

Radios (National, Community), newspapers

N° Media guests

9

9

18

Sustainability
A stronger partnership was established with the Ministry of Agriculture, mostly with the agricultural
extension service and NGOs working in the field. Now agrometeorological and seasonal forecast advises are
part of the technical package that the agricultural extension service popularizes at farmers level. NGOs also
committed to promoting the use of agro-meteorological advices in their area of operation.
The seminars have created a special interest of producers to agro-meteorological information.
Recommendations

•
•
•
•
•

Improve the logistics of Roving Seminars
Improve the choice of the period for Roving Seminars, the beginning of the rainy season is the best
period
Establish partnership with media for covering the seminars
Establish a collaboration with the agricultural extension service and NGOs for the training of the
agents on the use of weather, climatic and seasonal forecasts in agriculture
Continue to organize the Roving Seminars for farmers every year at the beginning of growing
season

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Mali factsheet

Country

Mali

NMHS

Direction Nationale de la Météorologie

National Focal Point

M DIARRA Z. Dauda

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

2

2

2

6

3

3

3

9

15

10

7

32

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total
team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

Agricultural extension service, NGOs

Building on previous experiences

AGROMET (SDA)

Efficiency
Total seminars

6

3

2

Sep/2008

Jul-Sep/2009

n.d.

N° Villages represented

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Total attendants

350

230

154

734

Total food producers

350

230

154

734

Total others

0

0

0

0

Total women

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

N° Rain gauges distributed to men

190

60

40

290

Timing

N° Rain
women

gauges

distributed

to

11

0

Total rain gauges

190

60

40

290

Produced Rain gauges

1000

1700

1570

4270

5

27

Impacts
Media

Media

N° Media guests

•
•
•

12

10

Scaling-up of AGROMET activities;
Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of providing
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•

information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops management and to
minimize associated risks;
Increased crop production (not quantified for METAGRI).

Sustainability
The sustainability of the approach in Mali does not need to be demonstrated, 30 years of practice assert it.
Recommendations

•

In order to valorize the Metagri work it is requested to implement a project on crop season
monitoring and to integrate farmers’ observation in the ordinary rainfall observation network

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Mauritania factsheet

Country

Mauritania

NMHS

Office National de la Météorologie

National Focal Point

M COULIBALY Hamidou

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

Team members Meteo

4

4

4

12

Total team members other
organizations

4

4

4

12

N° NGOs / associated guests

6

4

4

14

Effectiveness

Collaborations

Agricultural extension service, NGOs (World Vision, ACCORD, GRET, AMAD)

Building on previous experiences

PANA

Efficiency
Total seminars

8

3

1

12

Sep/08

Jul-Aug/09

N° Villages represented

200

40

5

245

Total attendants

461

260

40

761

Total food producers

401

245

40

686

Total others

60

15

0

75

Total women

138

49

2

189

N° Rain gauges distributed to
men

160

40

15

215

N° Rain gauges distributed to
women

40

20

5

65

Total rain gauges

200

60

20

280

Timing

Impacts

•
•
•
•
•

Improved dialogue among the Meteorological Service and farmers;
Application of the seeding calendar, which allows farmers to avoid the false start of the rainy
season;
Reduction of reseedings;
The consideration by farmers of climate change dimension and the importance of weather and
climate information in management and planning the agrosylvopastoral activities;
Awareness among the farming community about climate change and current benefits of
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•
•
•
•

providing information on weather and climate to facilitate operational decisions in crops
management and to minimize associated risks;
Development of products and strengthened means of communication to better meet the
aspirations of the farming community thanks to the exchanges with rural producers;
Reception of Feedbacks from farmers: rainfall data (for more than 3 years after the training),
number of reseeding, opinion on received forecasts;
Reception of Feedbacks from Extension and NGOs agents: Phenological and agronomic
observations during the cropping season;
Observed rainfall database.

Media

Agence Mauritanienne d'Information

N° Media guests

3

2

2

7

Sustainability

•
•
•

5/6 Roving Seminars and 500 rain gauges delivered on the Meteorological Service budget
Collaboration with the PANA programme for scaling up
Very fruitful partnership between the Meteorological Service and several other development
actors including NGOs, such as net FEWS, GRET, the AMAD, ACCORD and World Vision.

Recommendations

•
•
•

Improve the logistics, including timing of Roving Seminars just before the start of the rainy season
Strenghten the financial support in order to cover the whole agropastoral area of Mauritania
Extend the approach to irrigated agriculture

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports, evaluation survey
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Niger factsheet

Country

Niger

NMHS

Direction de la Météorologie nationale

National Focal Point

Mme SITTA Aïssatou Adamou

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

3

2

3

8

1

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total team
organizations

members

other

N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

Technical services of Agriculture, Breeding and Environment, NGOs

Building on previous experiences

PANA Resilience

Efficiency
Total seminars

6

3

2

Dec/2008Jan/2009

Jun/2009

Feb/2011

N° Villages represented

141

54

38

233

Total attendants

371

108

73

552

Total food producers

370

107

72

549

Total others

1

1

1

3

Total women

15

3

5

23

N° Rain gauges distributed to
men

141

54

38

233

Timing

N° Rain gauges distributed to
women
Total Rain gauges

11

0
141

54

38

233

Impacts
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•
•
•
•

Better awareness of DMN role and interest in DMN activities by civil society, rural producers and
local administrations.
Receiving rainfall data from farmers (only one year after training)
Rainfall data integrated in the agrometeorological database
Production of specific bulletins for rural producers of 6 METAGRI Municipalities (CUN, Hamdallaye,
Bonkoukou, Simiri, Harikanassou, Tanda) on DMN own funds. The bulletins were produced
valorizing the rainfall observations done by model farmers using METAGRI rain gauges. Model
farmers contributed also, by sending observed data by SMS. After the first campaign in 2009, the
DMN stopped the production of such bulletins because of lack of funds.

Media

n.d.

N° Media guests

0

1

0

1

Sustainability
Collaborations with PANA Resilience and Care for scaling-up:
a) PANA –Resilience Project :
• 2010 the PANA-Resilience Project identified 8 intervention areas (8 Municipalities, one for each
Niger Region) where 10 villages have been identified in each of them. Roving Seminars have been
carried out for those Municipalities in the first phase.
• 2011 in the 8 intervention areas 30 further villages per Municipality have been involved in roving
seminars and had a rain gauge installed.
• 2011 Exchange and study trip of producers and DMN agents to Mali
• 2011 and 2012 Inspection of rain gauges network, substitution of damaged rain gauges and
observers training
b) CADEN Project, CARE Niger: 2014 Makalondi (3 villages) and Doutchi (6 villages)
DMN receives each year many requests for installing rain gauges and training model farmers by civil
society, farmers, local administrations and traditional chiefs.
Recommendations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improvement of roving seminars: Communication (language, media)
Improve farmers monitoring and support
Valorize the METAGRI rainfall observation network (rain gauges and trained farmers)
Evaluation of project impacts at farmer level
Improve the communication of climate services down to local level
Support exchanges among farmers for wide spreading of climate and weather information
Strengthen the capacities of the extension service in supporting farmers

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports, evaluation survey
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Nigeria factsheet

Country

Nigeria

NMHS

Nigerian Meteorological Agency

National Focal Point

Ms ADEJOKUN Victoria

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

3

3

3

3

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total team members
other organizations
N° NGOs / associated guests
Collaborations

Farmers associations, Agricultural Department Extension Network, Agricultural
Universities, ONGs

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars
Timing

10

10

Sep-Oct/2011

N° Villages represented

100

100

Total attendants

345

345

Total food producers

345

345

Total others

0

0

Total women

92

92

N° Rain gauges distributed
to men

80

80

N° Rain gauges distributed
to women

20

20

Total Rain gauges

100

100

Impacts

•
•

Farmers’ appreciation of NIMET’s intervention via its agro-climate information services and
products for coping with the impact of climate change
collaborations with institutions Agriculture Development Authorities and increased awareness on
the usefulness of weather and climate information to farming activities.
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Media

Radio, TV, newspapers

N° Media guests

10

10

Sustainability

•
•
•

Many requests (via telephones and visits) received from the civil society, farmers and Agricultural
Development Programmes for more Roving Seminars, rain gauges and masts;
Increased collaboration with Agricultural Development Programmes especially in the area of
ensuring that feedbacks from the farmers get to NIMET promptly, as well as assisting in obtaining
coordinates of the sites of the distributed rain-gauges;
Promises by some participants to facilitate provision of land for establishment of Agromet
stations/observatories, e.g. farmers from Enugu State. Many of them even expressed their
willingness to bear the cost of procurement and installation of the additional rain-gauges.

Recommendations

• Closer interactions among NIMET’s staff and farmers with regard to getting updates on weather
and climate information.

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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Senegal factsheet

Country

Senegal

NMHS

Agence Nationale de la Météorologie du Sénégal

National Focal Point

M NDIAYE Mamadou

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

3

4

4

11

Effectiveness
Team members Meteo
Total team members other
organizations
N° NGOs
guests

/

0

associated

Collaborations

2

2

1

5

ANCAR, CSE, DRDR, ONGs, ARD, ISRA, CRCR, peasants’ organizations, Centre
d’Initiation Horticole, E&F, Elevage, CADL (Centre d’Appui et de
Développement Local)

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars

8

3

2

Dec/2008Jan/2009

Jul/2009

Jun/2011

N° Villages represented

151

72

40

112

Total attendants

603

312

170

1085

Total food producers

501

304

155

960

Total others

102

8

15

125

17

17

Timing

Total women

13

N° Rain gauges distributed
to men

160

60

40

260

N° Rain gauges distributed
to women

0

0

0

0

160

60

40

260

Total Rain gauges
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Impacts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At the institutional level: promotion of the Meteorological Service among farmers and also among
various technicians working in different socio-economic areas, especially in the field of agriculture.
At civil society level: highlight of the crucial role of weather in different farming systems;
Fruitful partnership established with several institutions particularly with the ANCAR (Agence
National de Conseil Agricole et Rural);
Agrometeorological advices are part of the technical package that ANCAR proposes to farmers;
Partnership with FONGS and WorldVision NGOs who are also committed in promoting the use of
weather advices in their area of operation;
More comprehensive understanding of the weather information needs of farmers mainly in
horticulture.
The seminars have created very relevant discussions with farmers on different topics namely their
experiences and feelings about climate change but also the need for weather information to
improve their work;
Revitalization of relations between ANAMS and other structures involved in rural development (DA
DIREL, Forestry, Environment).

Media

FILM, TV, Radio, newspapers

N° Media guests

6

4

4

14

Sustainability

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Synergy with AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis) project EU FP6 to give advice on
agricultural activities according to the short and medium term weather forecasts in three rural
communities in the groundnut basin (Diaoulé and Ngayohème in the Fatick region and Niakhar in
the Diourbel region);
A film was produced with a double objective to show farmers the benefits of agrometeorological
advice and testimony of authorities and farmers supervised on the contributions of weather in
agriculture;
Partnership with ANCAR, and other national institutions;
Partnership with NGOs (UGAN, AHDIS) and the Peasant Confederation of Senegal (Confédération
Paysanne du Sénégal) so that they can integrate weather dimension in their projects;
Many requests for scaling-up by local administrations;
Enlargement of project beneficiaries to horticulturalists;
Parallelism traditional-scientific knowledge;
Dissemination and discussion of seasonal forecast with farmers;
Discussion with farmers on adaptation strategies.

Recommendations

•

Organize trainings on "the use of weather and climate forecasting in agriculture" for ANCAR agents
in the field.

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports, evaluation survey
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Togo factsheet

Country

Togo

NMHS

Direction Générale de la Météorologie Nationale

National Focal Point

Mr KPOGO Yao Doh

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

total

Team members Meteo

5

5

10

Total team members other
organizations

4

3

7

N° NGOs
guests

1

0

1

Effectiveness

/

associated

Collaborations

Ministry of Agriculture, ICAT (l’Institut de Conseil et d’Appui Technique), Croix
Rouge Togolaise

Building on previous experiences
Efficiency
Total seminars

10

2

Oct-Nov/2009

n.d.

N° Villages represented

349

82

431

Total attendants

560

115

675

Total food producers

476

104

580

Total others

84

11

95

Total women

80

14

94

N° Rain gauges distributed
to men

137

64

201

N° Rain gauges distributed
to women

45

10

55

Total Rain gauges

182

74

256

Timing

12

Impacts
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•
•
•
•

Roving seminars raised the awareness of the farming community about benefits using weather and
climate information to facilitate operational decisions in farms;
Agricultural producers are much more equipped in handling issues related to weather and climate;
Strengthened links between the Meteorological service, farmers and agricultural extension
services;
The farmers' response has helped the service staff of the Meteorological and Agricultural services
to reflect on the development of new agrometeorological information products.

Media

Radio, TV, press

N° Media guests

5

5

10

Sustainability
Farmers request to the General Directorate of National Meteorology for more seminars and rain gauges
(each village wants its rain gauge), proving that the contact between them and the national Meteorological
service has been strengthened.
Recommendations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor the work of the farmers;
Periodic visits at rain gauge sites;
Georeferencing of the peasants rain gauge sites with GPS;
Improve logistics (including transportation);
Acquire adequate means for collecting real-time data;
Strengthen the relation with media to better inform farmers;
Further develop the relationship between agricultural, breeding and fisheries services, farmers and
the meteorological service.

Source of data: METAGRI final statistics
Source of other information: Country National Reports
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ANNEXES
Annex 1. Terms of Reference
Terms of reference

The specific objective of the contract is to “Evaluate the METAGRI project (2008-11) and
provide a baseline for the successive evaluation of METAGRI OPS (2012-14)”.
Methodology: The project implementation will be evaluated in relation to project objectives
considering the five evaluation criteria endorsed by the OECD-DAC:
• Relevance
o Of the project objectives
o Of the approach towards reaching objectives
• Effectiveness
o Of the approach
• Efficiency
o In the implementation of activities
• Impacts, in terms of:
o Communication of weather information;
o Feedbacks from local level ;
o Use of weather and climatic information at farmer level and support to decision
making schemes where available;
• Sustainability
Input (to be provided by WMO and/or National Focal points):
•
•
•

METAGRI project document,
METAGRI yearly and final project reports,
METAGRI yearly and final national reports.

Output: METAGRI (2008-11) Evaluation Report including a general synthesis and a factsheet
per country
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Annex 2. List of consulted documents
Author
WMO

Year
2008

WMO

2008

J. Camacho
NMS Burkina Faso

2009
2009

NMS Burkina Faso

2009

NMS Burkina Faso

2009

NMS Guinée Bissau

2009

NMS Mali

2009

NMS Mauritania

2009

NMS Mauritania

2009

NMS Mauritania
NMS Niger

2009
2009

NMS Niger

2009

NMS Niger

2009

NMS Senegal

2009

NMS Togo

2009

NMS Burkina Faso

2010

NMS Senegal

2010

WMO-AEMET-Rep of
Gambia
J. Camacho
NMS Benin

2010

NMS Benin

2011

2011
2011

Title
Roving Seminars on Weather, Climate and Farmers A
Concept Note
Final Report of the Expert Meeting on
Agrometeorology in the Service of West African
Agriculture
METAGRI Evaluation meeting
Séminaires Itinérants pour les Paysans sur le Temps
et le Climat en Afrique de l’Ouest (Phase I)
Séminaires Itinérants pour les Paysans sur le Temps
et le Climat en Afrique de l’Ouest (Phase II)
Les Séminaires Itinérants pour les Paysans sur le
Temps et le Climat au Burkina Faso (Phase I)
Séminaires itinérants pour les paysans sur le temps,
climat et changements climatiques en Guinée-Bissau
Rapport de la 2ème phase des séminaires itinérants
pour les paysans sur le Temps, le Climat et
l’Agriculture au Mali
Projet de séminaires itinérants sur le temps et le
climat au profit
des agriculteurs et éleveurs de la Mauritania Phase I
Les Séminaires Itinérants pour les Paysans sur le
Temps et le Climat au Burkina Faso (Phase I)
Rapport Général Mauritanie METAGRI II
Séminaires itinérants pour les paysans sur le Temps,
le Climat et l’Agriculture au Niger
Rapport de la 2ème phase des séminaires itinérants
pour les paysans sur le Temps, le Climat et
l’Agriculture au Niger
Les Séminaires Itinérants pour les Paysans sur le
Temps et le Climat au Burkina Faso (Phase I)
Séminaires itinérants pour les paysans sur le temps et
le climat
– Sénégal
Rapport général sur les séminaires itinérants pour les
paysans sur le temps et le climat (TOGO)
Séminaires Itinérants pour les Paysans sur le Temps
et le Climat en Afrique de l’Ouest (Phase III)
Séminaires itinérants pour les paysans sur le temps et
le climat
– Sénégal
Report of the THIRD MEETING OF DIRECTORS OF THE
WEST AFRICAN NMHSs
METAGRI Training Seminar Phase III
Rapport des séminaires itinérants sur le temps le
climat et l’agriculture au Benin
Rapport général de la troisième phase des séminaires
itinérants au Benin

Type
Document
Meeting Report
Personal Report
National Report
National Report
Presentation
National Report
National Report
National Report
Presentation
National Report
National Report
National Report
Presentation
National Report
National Report
National Report
National Report
Meeting Report
Personal Report
Presentation
National Report
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NMS Cap Vert

2011

NMS Cote d'Ivoire
NMS Gambia
NMS Ghana
NMS Guinea Conakry

2011
2011
2011
2011

NMS Guinée Bissau

2011

NMS Mali

2011

NMS Mauritania

2011

NMS Niger

2011

NMS Niger

2011

NMS Nigeria
NMS Nigeria

2011
2011

NMS Senegal
NMS Senegal

2011
2011

NMS Togo
NMS Cote d'Ivoire

2011
2012

WMO
NMS Mali
WMO

2012
2013
2012

WMO

2012

Rapport des activités réalisées dans le cadre du projet
METAGRI – PHASE II ET III.
MISE EN OEUVRE DU PROJET METAGRI
Evaluation meeting of METAGRI phases II and III
10 Seminar Reports
Rapport des séminaires itinérants sur le temps, le
climat à l’intention des paysans en Guinée (Phase II)
METAGRI III, deuxième séminaire itinérant pour les
paysans sur le temps, climat et changements
climatiques en Guinée-Bissau
Séminaire itinérants sur le temps, le climat et
l’agriculture pour les paysans en Afrique de l’ouest
Présentation du Rapport de la Mauritanie METAGRI
Phase II
Restitution des séminaires itinérants sur le temps et
le climat pour les paysans au Niger
Rapport de la 3ème phase des séminaires itinérants
pour les paysans sur le Temps, le Climat et
l’Agriculture au Niger
METAGRI Roving seminars in Nigeria
Report on the “roving seminars on weather, climate
and agriculture for farmers in Nigeria”, organized by
the Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NIMET) under
the METAGRI project III of the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO)
Compte rendu des séminaires itinérants
Séminaires itinérants sur le temps et le climat
Rapport du Sénégal: 2eme et 3eme Phase
Rapport METAGRI II et III au Togo
Séminaires itinérants de formation des paysans sur le
temps, le climat et l’agriculture en Cote d’Ivoire
METAGRI Final statistics
Local manufactured farmer rain gauges in Mali
Basic guidelines for the organization of Roving
Seminars for Farmers on Weather and Climate
Key lessons from METAGRI roving seminars 20082011

Presentation
Presentation
Presentation
Seminar reports
Presentation
National Report
Presentation
Presentation
Presentation
National Report
Presentation
National Report

National Report
Presentation
Presentation
National Report
Presentation
Document
Guideline
Project Report

For links to some of these reports, please go to;

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/wcp/agm/roving_seminars/west_africa_en.php
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Annex 3. Survey on sustainability and impacts of METAGRI in Burkina Faso

METAGRI 2008-2011
Enquête sur la durabilité et les impacts de l’approche METAGRI

Ces questions se référent exclusivement à la Période METAGRI 2008-2011
1. Impacts de METAGRI:
1.1. Est ce que vous avez reçu des Feedbacks de la Part des paysans formés ou des Agents de la
Vulgarisation Agricole ? si oui de quel type ?
REPONSE : oui ;
Données de pluviométrie
- Questions sur la prévision
- Désir de formation pour les agents de vulgarisation
- Enquête
1.2. Est-ce que ces feedbacks permettent d’évaluer, au moins qualitativement, les impacts de
METAGRI en termes de résilience des producteurs ?
REPONSE :Oui
1.3. Selon votre expérience est ce que les activités de METAGRI on pu réellement avoir un impact sur la
prise de décision de la part des paysans ?
REPONSE :Oui
2. Valorisation de l’Approche METAGRI:
2.1. Selon votre expérience, les paysans formés aux observations continuent envoyer les données pour
combien de temps ?
•
Première année seulement
•
Jusqu’à 3 ans
•
Plus de 3 ans
2.2. Comment la Météo gère les observations fournies par les paysans observateurs? Sont-elles
intégrées dans une base de données informatisée ?
REPONSE : ces données ne sont pas integrées dans la base de données mais utilisées pour la
prévision quotidienne de la zone (s’il y en a) et pour le bulletin agrométéorologique décadaire et
quotidien.
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2.3. Est-ce que la Météo a pu fournir des avis ou conseils spécifiques pour les paysans (ou localités) de
METAGRI ? Si oui pour combien de temps et sur quels fonds ?
REPONSE : oui.
Nous avons pu organiser quelques formations sur des fonds de projets (Programme d’adaptation
national au changement climatique-PANA, ONG –Réseau MARP…). Diffusion de l’information
agrométéorologique pendant 2 ans au moins
2.4. Est-ce que selon vous les recommandations exprimées à la fin de METAGRI ont été prises en
compte dans la phase suivante METAGRI-OPS ? Pouvez-vous faire un exemple ?
2.5. REPONSE : Oui. Les formations pour les agrométéorologues.

3. Durabilité de l’Approche METAGRI:
3.1. A la suite des activités de METAGRI est ce que d’autres projets ou bailleurs ont demandé à la
Météo de réaliser des Séminaires Itinérants et/ou formation de paysans observateurs ? Si oui
quand, qui et combien de séminaires/paysans formés ?
REPONSE : oui, 14 séminaires pour environs 1100 paysans formés (Projet PANA et TICAD (pour
l'adaptation au changement climatique) et des ONG ARPA, 2IE, Réseau MARP, INADES Formation
et 2 autres ONG)
3.2. Est-ce que à la suite des activités de METAGRI, des producteurs, des Mairies, des chefs de village
ont demandé à la Météo de fournir Séminaires itinérants et pluviomètres ? Si oui pouvez vous
quantifier combien ? Avez-vous pu fournir ces services ? Sur quels fonds ?
REPONSE : oui, mais étant donné qu’ils ont pris part au formations METAGRI, ils sont comptabilisés
3.3. Est-ce que à la suite des activités de METAGRI, les collaborations avec d’autres institutions
(Vulgarisation agricole, ONGs, services techniques…) entamées dans la réalisation des Séminaires
ont aboutit à des accords formels ou à d’autres résultats gagnant-gagnant permettant de valoriser
le rôle de la Météo ?
REPONSE : oui pour le PANA
3.4. Selon vous quel a été le plus grand résultat atteint par METAGRI 2008-2011 ?
REPONSE :
L’éveille des consciences à la prise en compte de l’information climatique dans le processus de
prise de décisions en agriculture ;
- Le partenariat avec le PANA (2012-2013) qui en a découlé. (Acquisition de 16 Stations
automatiques pour la Météo
3.5. Selon vous quelle a été la limite de METAGRI 2008-2011 ?
REPONSE : L’absence de prise en charge de la diffusion

de

l’information

climatique
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Annex 4. Survey on the sustainability and impacts of METRAGRI in Mauritania

METAGRI 2008-2011
Enquête sur la durabilité et les impacts de l’approche METAGRI

Ces questions se référent exclusivement à la Période METAGRI 2008-2011
1. Impacts de METAGRI:
1.1. Est ce que vous avez reçu des Feedbacks de la Part des paysans formés ou des Agents de la
Vulgarisation
Agricole ?
si
oui
de
quel
type ?
REPONSE : Oui effectivement nous avons reçu des Feedbacks de la part des paysans, des Agents de
la Vulgarisation Agricole et même des certaines ONG : La remontée des données pluviométriques,
phénologiques et Agronomiques durant toute la période de la campagne agricole.
Les paysans nous informent également sur le nombre de resemis qui a fortement chuté au cours
du programme metagri (calendrier optimum de semis).
A la fin de chaque campagne, les paysans nous donnent leur appréciation sur les différents types
de prévisions élaborés durant toute la campagne (saisonnières, hebdomadaires et quotidiennes).
1.2. Est-ce que ces feedbacks permettent d’évaluer, au moins qualitativement, les impacts de
METAGRI en termes de résilience des producteurs ?
REPONSE : Oui, rien que l’application du calendrier optimum de semis, qui permet aux paysans
d’éviter le faux départ de la saison des pluies.
La prise en compte aujourd’hui de la part des paysans de la dimension changement climatique et
de l’importance de l’information météorologique et climatique dans la gestion et la planification
de leurs activités agrosylvopastorales.
1.3. Selon votre expérience est ce que les activités de METAGRI on pu réellement avoir un impact sur la
prise de décision de la part des paysans ?
REPONSE :

2. Valorisation de l’Approche METAGRI:
2.1. Selon votre expérience, les paysans formés aux observations continuent envoyer les données pour
combien de temps ?
•
Première année seulement
•
Jusqu’à 3 ans
•
Plus de 3 ans

2.2. Comment la Météo gère les observations fournies par les paysans observateurs? Sont-elles
intégrées dans une base de données informatisée ?
REPONSE : Oui les données collectées sont informatisées dans une base de données à part qui
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sera l’objet de comparaison peut être à la fin du projet.
2.3. Est-ce que la Météo a pu fournir des avis ou conseils spécifiques pour les paysans (ou localités) de
METAGRI ? Si oui pour combien de temps et sur quels fonds ?
REPONSE : Oui, depuis maintenant environ 5 ans
2.4. Est-ce que selon vous les recommandations exprimées à la fin de METAGRI ont été prises en
compte dans la phase suivante METAGRI-OPS ? Pouvez-vous faire un exemple ?
REPONSE : Oui, certaines recommandations ont été prises en compte comme Exemples :
La disponibilisation des fonds avant la saison des pluies, l’amélioration de la qualité des
pluviomètres
et
l’extension
du
programme
à
d’autres
régions.
3. Durabilité de l’Approche METAGRI:
3.1. A la suite des activités de METAGRI est ce que en Mauritanie d’autres projets ou bailleurs ont
demandé à la Météo de réaliser des Séminaires Itinérants et/ou formation de paysans
observateurs ? Si oui quand, qui et combien de séminaires/paysans formés ?
REPONSE : Oui, cette année 2014 la GIZ, le PNUD et l’Union Européenne, 200 Paysans.
3.2. Est-ce que à la suite des activités de METAGRI, des privés, des Mairies, des chefs de village ont
demandé à la Météo de fournir Séminaires itinérants et pluviomètres ? Si oui pouvez vous
quantifier combien ? Avez-vous pu fournir ces services ? Sur quels fonds ?
REPONSE : Oui, 5 à 6 séminaires et l’achat de plus de 500 pluviomètres sur le budget
3.3. Selon vous quel a été le plus grand résultat atteint par METAGRI 2008-2011 ?
REPONSE : le dialogue entre les paysans et les SHMNs
3.4. Selon vous quelle a été la limite de METAGRI 2008-2011 ?
REPONSE : Des moyens financiers.
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Annex 5. Survey on the sustainability and impacts of METRAGRI in Niger
METAGRI 2008-2011
Enquête sur la durabilité et les impacts de l’approche METAGRI

Ces questions se référent exclusivement à la Période METAGRI 2008-2011
1. Impacts de METAGRI:
1.1. Est ce que vous avez reçu des Feedbacks de la Part des paysans formés ou des Agents de la
Vulgarisation Agricole ? si oui de quel type ?
REPONSE :
1.2. Est-ce que ces feedbacks permettent d’évaluer, au moins qualitativement, les impacts de
METAGRI en termes de résilience des producteurs ?
REPONSE : No
1.3. Selon votre expérience est ce que les activités de METAGRI on pu réellement avoir un impact sur la
prise de décision de la part des paysans ?
REPONSE : No information about impacts

2. Valorisation de l’Approche METAGRI:
2.1. Selon votre expérience, les paysans formés aux observations continuent envoyer les données pour
combien de temps ?
•
Première année seulement
•
Jusqu’à 3 ans
•
Plus de 3 ans

2.2. Comment la Météo gère les observations fournies par les paysans observateurs? Sont-elles
intégrées dans une base de données informatisée ?
REPONSE : Yes, they are in the agrometeorological database

2.3. Est-ce que la Météo a pu fournir des avis ou conseils spécifiques pour les paysans (ou localités) de
METAGRI ? Si oui pour combien de temps et sur quels fonds ?
REPONSE : Yes, in 2009, the DMN on its own funds could produce bulletins for rural producers of 6
Metagri Municipalities (CUN, Hamdallaye, Bonkoukou, Simiri, Harikanassou, Tanda). The bulletins
were produced valorizing the rainfall observations done by model farmers using Metagri
raingauges. Model farmers contributed also, by sending observed data by SMS. After the first
campaign in 2009, the DMN stopped the production of such bulletins because of lack of funds.
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2.4.Est-ce que selon vous les recommandations exprimées à la fin de METAGRI ont été prises en
compte dans la phase suivante METAGRI-OPS ? Pouvez-vous faire un exemple ?
REPONSE : YES
3. Durabilité de l’Approche METAGRI:
3.1. A la suite des activités de METAGRI est ce que d’autres projets ou bailleurs ont demandé à la
Météo de réaliser des Séminaires Itinérants et/ou formation de paysans observateurs ? Si oui
quand, qui et combien de séminaires/paysans formés ?
REPONSE : DMN capacities developed thanks to Metagri allowed the capitalisation of the results
and the valorisation of the approach through the scaling-up of the approach by other funding
agencies.
In particular, the following activities originated from Metagri but they have not be funded by it:
PANA –Resilience Project :
• 2010 the PANA-Resilience Project identified 8 intervention areas (8 Municipalities, one for
each Niger Region) where 10 villages have been identified in each of them. Roving Seminars
have been carried out for those Municipalities in the first phase.
• 2011 in the identified 8 intervention areas 30 further villages per Municipality have been
involved in roving seminars and had a raingage installed.
• 2011 Exchange and study trip of producers and DMN agents to Mali
• 2011 and 2012 Inspection of raingages network, substitution of raingages and observers
training
2014 CADEN Project, CARE Niger: Makalondi (3 villages) Doutchi (6 villages)
3.2. Est-ce que à la suite des activités de METAGRI, des privés, des Mairies, des chefs de village ont
demandé à la Météo de fournir Séminaires itinérants et pluviomètres ? Si oui pouvez vous
quantifier combien ? Avez-vous pu fournir ces services ? Sur quels fonds ?
REPONSE : Yes, DMN receive each year many requests for installing raingauges and train model
farmers by civil society, farmers, local administrations and traditional chiefs.
3.3. Selon vous quel a été le plus grand résultat atteint par METAGRI 2008-2011 ?
REPONSE : Better awareness of DMN role, interest in DMN activities by civil society, rural
producers and local administrations.
3.4. Selon vous quelle a été la limite de METAGRI 2008-2011 ?
REPONSE : no funds for monitoring and further support to model farmers (paysans observateurs),
model farmers usually send observed data to DMN for the first year and subsequently abandon
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